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“Food sovereignty is about ending violence against women.” This slogan of La Vía
Campesina’s, an international movement of peasant farmers, offers a perspective on the power
dynamics of the food system from farm to fork. Transforming power imbalances is the work of
food sovereignty, or democratic control over the food system, and this article offers a way
forward for policy makers, regulators, and eaters everywhere.
I. INTRODUCTION
For the first time in history, more than one billion people on the planet are living with
hunger.1 Of these, 75% live in rural areas,2 mostly earning their livelihoods from farming.3 While
they work in agriculture, they are hungry.4 There is irony in the juxtaposition of agriculture and
poverty, in the lack of access to food by the people who grow it. In June 2008, the World Bank
reported that global food prices rose 83% over the last three years5 and the United Nation’s Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) cited a 45% increase in just nine months.6
While global food prices were at an all time high, agribusiness was experiencing
booming profits. In the last quarter of 2007, as the food crisis was just beginning, Archer Daniels
Midland realized an earnings increase of 42%, Monsanto of 45%, and Cargill of 86%.7 Cargill’s
subsidiary, Mosaic Fertilizer, saw a profit increase of 1,200%.8
As capitalist agriculture has grown, hunger and poverty have increased. There is a
tendency to see hunger connected to agricultural output and population. This is only a small part
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of the truth. In fact, according to the FAO, there actually was enough food to feed everyone on
the planet in 2008 due to the record grain harvests of 2007;9 the amount of food produced was
150% of current demand. Over the course of the last twenty years, the rate of population growth
has dropped to 1.14% a year, yet food production has increased by over two percent per year.10
Demand is not exceeding supply; people are simply too poor to afford enough food.
While rapid population growth can create a larger demand than supply, this version of
events misses the bigger picture. It is the concentration of power and profits in the global North
that has left the global South hungry. Fifty years ago the global South had an agricultural trade
surplus of $1 billion; today it has a deficit of $11 billion.11 This imbalance of power between
agribusiness and the growing numbers of hungry has led to the world food crisis.
According to the World Food Summit of 1996, food security exists when all people, at all
times, have access to sufficient, safe, and nutritious food to meet their dietary needs and food
preferences for an active and healthy life.12 La Vía Campesina,13 the Peasant Way, an
international federation of peasant farmers, looked at this concept and saw limitations in its
failure to address the power dynamics and imbalances within the food system, such as who
controls how food is produced and distributed, and the question of power in turn implicates
9
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gender. This focus on power frames the question as one of food sovereignty rather than food
security. Food sovereignty is defined as “the right of peoples to healthy and culturally
appropriate food produced through ecologically sound and sustainable methods, and their right to
define their own food and agriculture systems.”14 Food sovereignty penetrates much deeper than
food security and is the subject of this article. Moreover, the use of gender as a lens to
understand the global food system, based on the similarities between patriarchy’s control over
the agricultural system and its control over women’s bodies and reproductive capacity, creates a
perspective that has not been sufficiently offered elsewhere.
In 2008 in Maputo, Mozambique, La Vía Campesina held its fifth international
conference called “Feeding the World and Feeding the Planet.” At this conference a policy letter
was drafted called “An Open Letter from Maputo,” which included a call for a new program of
action under the slogan “food sovereignty is about an end to violence against women.”14 That
statement is the inspiration for this paper. The power of this statement is perhaps not
immediately recognized, yet there is profundity in what it can offer. In not only building a food
secure world, but also, by changing relationships on an interpersonal level between individuals
sitting across a table, food sovereignty offers an alternative to our current food system and a
more profound analysis of power than food security. Food sovereignty, literally people’s selfgovernment over the food system, argues for a complete transformation of society, or nothing
less than food revolution. This article demonstrates the key role that the set of practices known as
food sovereignty can play in rebuilding democratic systems of food production. Food
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sovereignty is also a feminist issue and applying a gendered lens to the food system reveals the
failings of food security as a goal for food system transformation. This article will examine the
role of social movements, such as La Vía Campesina, in changing the framework governing food
production, and advocates looking to these movements for leadership.
As explained above, the economics and power dynamics of the current food system
exacerbates hunger and poverty. Part II explores the relevant legal regimes that form the
foundation of the current system. Part III explains the concepts of food security, the right to food,
and food sovereignty; it will explore why food security is a limited concept and must be
broadened to ensure democratic control over the food system. Part IV will explore gender and
ecofeminism,15 explaining how a gendered lens can transform the way food is produced and
distributed. Part V discusses some of the work that food sovereignty is accomplishing and
suggests that these efforts provide a path forward for the current food system towards one
organized around food sovereignty. And finally the conclusion, Part VI, explains how La Vía
Campesina, which some claim to be the world’s largest social movement,16 offers the vision of
how legal regimes must be guided by the principles of food sovereignty, and emphasizes the
need for urgency in restructuring the global food system in light of the climate crisis.
II. LEGAL REGIMES
Seeds are the ultimate symbol of food security… Free exchange among farmers
goes beyond mere exchange of seeds; it involves exchanges of ideas and
knowledge, of culture and heritage. It is the accumulation of tradition, of
knowledge of how to work the seed. Farmers learn about plants they want to grow
in the future by watching them grow in other farmers’ fields. –Vandana Shiva17
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To sum up world history rather quickly: ten thousand years ago humans began planting
seeds, which enabled them to stay in one place year after year, no longer subjected to the whims
of migrating animals. Thus simply put, through seed, civilization was born.
Cultures organized around seed cultivation are attractive to nations lacking in natural
resources. Colonialism is based on the extraction of natural resources that belong to colonized
nations to profit the colonizer.18 As a result, many self-reliant subsistence nation-states were
transformed into economic satellites of imperial powers.19 Many colonies were rendered
dependent on the export of raw materials and the import of manufactured goods. This left them
in poverty, politically unstable, and dependent on imported food to meet domestic consumptive
needs. Then the “Green Revolution,” which relied on artificial inputs to increase agricultural
production, emerged ostensibly to repair the damage caused by the colonial era.20 Yet today
development regimes continue to perpetuate the same unfair practices of the empires of the past.
A. THE GREEN REVOLUTION
The Green Revolution was a post-World War II philanthropic effort aimed at reducing
hunger through the increase of crop yields.21 Through the support of such organizations as the
Ford and Rockefeller Foundations, international crop breeding institutions developed new
varieties of rice, wheat, and corn that were designed to thrive under the application of industrial
agricultural inputs such as synthetic fertilizers, petroleum-based pesticides, and irrigation
equipment.22 These varieties and the accompanying inputs were presented to farmers, who were
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encouraged to use them without consideration of the possibly prohibitive costs or
consequences.23
What came next is more controversial. From the point of view of certain scientists,24 the
Green Revolution was a success as it more than doubled food production.25 Fear of a Malthusian
catastrophe brought on by over-population left the world looking for new technologies as the
answer to the growing problem of hunger.26 However, as Nobel Laureate Amartya Sen argues,
hunger is not an issue of food production being in proportion to population, but rather a social
problem stemming from poverty.27 The complexity of the problem cannot be overstated and
simple fixes are not capable of addressing it. However unintentionally, the Green Revolution has
increased hunger and inequality in many ways, even as it increased the food supply that was
available to those who could afford to buy food.28 It benefited wealthy farmers who could afford
the expensive inputs over poor farmers.29 The flood of crops on the market drove down prices,
leaving many small farmers poverty-stricken.30 When farmers abandoned traditional low-input
ecologically sustainable practices in favor of industrial agriculture, they harmed their
environment.31
Meanwhile, agribusiness, much of it based in the United States, was prospering as never
before. Agribusiness heralded the idea that “one seed feeds the world.”32 Rather than adapting
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seeds to different locales, they were selling whole systems that adapted the locales to the
industrial agriculture model. In this way agribusiness operated similarly to colonial powers; the
companies were profiting off the former colonies and making record profits, while the farmers,
the people, and the land, continued to suffer.33 This is notable also for the racial dimensions that
operate both historically and currently in the global food system. Those without food are
disproportionately people of color and those who control the means of production are
disproportionately white. This is a leftover remnant of an agricultural system built on
enslavement.34
Part of the Green Revolution was the creation of the Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Resources (CGIAR), which controls an international network of agricultural
research centers (IARCs).35 This network grew out of the efforts of the Ford and Rockefeller
Foundations in collaboration with the U.S. and the World Bank.36 This system was used to
collect and store genetic material world wide, which, until the mid-1980s, was considered the
common heritage of humankind. Then the U.S. placed conditions on the board of the CGIAR
that stated the U.S. would house and store the germplasm37 only if it would then “become the
property of the U.S. government.”38
Criticism fell on CGIAR, alleging that “common heritage” was a vestige of colonialism,39
where the material did not belong to the world but rather to the peoples that created them,40 and
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led to the “tragedy of the commons.”41 Further, the IARCs created a flow of genetic material
from the global South to the global North, continuing the legacy of colonialism, and denying the
former colonies their own resources.42 NGOs and others have widely criticized these moves, and
a call for farmers’ rights has begun.43
The Green Revolution resulted in a loss of democratic control over the food system and a
loss of biodiversity on a vast scale.44 Indeed it is these social, economic, and ecological changes
that people have seen impact their communities, as well as limitations within the current
regulatory framework, which have fueled the Global Justice Movement and groups such as La
Vía Campesina.
B. UNITED STATES
1. History
In the early 20th Century, plant geneticists began to unlock the code of DNA and began
experimenting with hybrid corn.45 This work was conducted in the United States at Land Grant
Colleges and by private companies.46 But by the end of the 1920s, this work began to shift away
from the public sector and into the private sector with Pioneer Hi-Bred being the first to
successfully market hybrid corn.47
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In 1930, Congress passed the Plant Protection Act (PPA), which allowed for the
patenting of asexually produced plants such as grafts and clones.48 However, Congress did not
provide for the patenting of sexually produced plants.49 In 1970, under the Plant Variety
Protection Act (PVPA),50 Congress created a certificate of protection for sexually produced
plants.51 This act also provided an exemption for farmers to save seed,52 and the evolution of
perspective on treating a living thing as an invention. This exemption would be removed in 1994
by amendment.
A landmark decision by the Supreme Court, Diamond v. Chakarbarty, 53 held that patents
could be obtained on living organisms that had been altered by human beings, i.e., genetic
manipulation of a plant by a human being was patentable. This extension of intellectual property
rights (IPRs) to plant genetic resources (PGR) effectively takes PGRs out of nature and turns
them into a commodity. This has led to a “devaluation of life.”54 Another case, Ex Parte
Hibberd, 55 opened the door even wider to the patenting of life. In this case a scientist had
applied for a patent on the tissue culture, seeds, and whole plant of a maize line. The Patent and
Trademark Office (PTO), an administrative agency, denied Dr. Hibberd’s patent application on
the grounds that the PPA and PVPA prevented Hibberd from obtaining the patent. Hibberd
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appealed and the Board of Patent Appeals reversed the PTO’s decision, holding that his maize
culture did meet the requirements of novelty, non-obviousness, and usefulness.56 The
significance of this decision is that an administrative agency made a policy decision that properly
should have been the province of the legislature.57 However, this decision was upheld by the
U.S. Supreme Court in J.E.M. Ag Supply, Inc., v. Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc.58 As Keith
Aoki has pointed out, “there is an irony that the U.S. Patent Office, which in the 19th century was
responsible for starting germplasm collection, propagation, and distribution until the time of the
USDA’s creation, is today a key institutional actor in promoting laws and practices that prohibit
seed saving.”59
2. Regulatory Framework
In 1986, the White House’s Office of Science and Technology Policy issued the
Coordinated Framework for the Regulation of Biotechnology.60 This Framework declared that
the existing regulatory agencies concerned with food and farming, the EPA, FDA, and USDA,
were adequate to ensure the safety of genetically engineered products, and that no additional
regulation would be necessary.61 The Framework also established the presupposition that
genetically engineered products pose no new risks to human health.62 This assumption is at the
core of the reasoning for not creating new regulatory regimes.
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The Coordinated Framework has only been judicially reviewed once, when the
Washington D.C. District Court granted a motion to dismiss a challenge to the Framework.63
Since that time the Framework has been implicitly upheld because neither agencies nor the
legislature has sought to provide additional regulation of genetically engineered products. The
most recent case that supports this understanding of the law is Geertson Seeds v. Monsanto,64
where the Supreme Court overturned a Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals decision to place an
injunction on the planting of genetically engineered alfalfa until an environmental impact
statement could be completed. Thus, the Coordinated Framework controls.
Under the Coordinated Framework, the end product is regulated, not the process that led
to the product’s creation.65 This focus on results and the ignoring of process perpetuates a
patriarchal system that seeks to control fertility and reproduction, patriarchy has long used
reproduction to exert control over women and their bodies.66 This focus eclipses reproduction by
shifting attention onto the production of products. The end commodified product is given value
but everything that went into its creation is ignored, and not awarded value.
Through placing nature in the same position as women, patriarchy,67 along with a
capitalist system of production, has been able to exert dominance over the earth. Exploring this
women/nature connection is the exact work that ecofeminism seeks to perform.68 Power over
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birth and the harvest lies at the very center of patriarchy, and ecofeminism seeks to critique
exactly this.69
Thus, an ecofeminist critique of the Coordinated Framework is necessary to understand
how the law has been shaped by patriarchy. The same power system that has sought control over
agriculture, has sought control over women’s bodies.70 These important connections are too
interlinked to ignore. Similarly the solution, which will invariably include a new regulatory
framework, must take into account these connections. Thus, ecofeminist jurisprudence can offer
innovative and novel solutions to write a more promising chapter in the history of agriculture.
C. INTERNATIONAL REGIMES
Food production has been regulated through a series of international agreements. In 1961,
global North countries initiated the first international regime for the protection of plant varieties
called the International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV).71 This
convention, which has been amended several times, provides for plant breeders’ rights (PBRs),
giving plant breeders the sole right to create, reproduce, commercialize, and sell protected plant
varieties.72 In order to qualify for a PBR, a plant variety must be new, distinct, uniform, and
stable.73 Whether the variety qualifies as new depends not on whether it existed previously, but
rather if it had been previously commercialized—that is, sold or marketed.74 The 1991
amendment to the UPOV made optional a “farmers’ privilege” exception that had been
mandatory before and allowed farmers to save and exchange seed with other farmers.75 Making
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this provision optional amounts to forbidding this practice by farmers in countries that choose to
eliminate it, abandoning 10,000 years of farming practices.
Following these first regulatory efforts, the oil crises of the 1970s caused the price of oil
to spike beyond the reach of global South countries.76 These price spikes forced such countries to
procure loans from domestic banks so they could pay for the fuel and petroleum-based
agricultural inputs.77 Then, agricultural commodity prices fell just as interest rates on these loans
spiked upward and these countries were unable to pay their debts.78 By the mid-1980s, two-thirds
of African countries and three-quarters of Latin American countries had accepted the structural
adjustment programs commanded by the International Monetary Fund to restructure their
existing economies and acquire new loans.79 Structural adjustment required countries to increase
agricultural exports to create revenue that would be used to pay for their debt.80 However, this
only further flooded the market, driving down prices even more and continuing the cycle of
poverty.81
In 1983, the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) promulgated the
International Undertaking on Plant Genetic Resources (IUPGR),82 the first international
instrument that dealt with PGRs. The IUPGR declares that PGRs are part of the “heritage of
mankind” and as such should be freely available. It also recognized the concept of farmers’
rights, meaning rights that arise “from the past, present and future contribution of farmers in
conserving, improving, and making available plant genetic resources, particularly those in the
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centers of origin/diversity.”83 While this lip service was paid to the concept of farmers’ rights, in
effect it had little impact.84 However, it set the agenda for later international agreements.
The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)85 was adopted at the 1992 United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development (the Rio Earth Summit).86 The CBD described
PGRs as “sovereign national property”87 ending the “common heritage” regime. It also stated
that “informed consent” should be the standard for bilateral trade agreements pertaining to bioresource extraction to achieve “equitable benefit sharing.”88 The CBD was innovative in
recognizing the rights of subnational groups, such as indigenous peoples, to partake in “benefit
sharing.”89
However, such gains of the CBD are tempered by its commitment to market-place
solutions. The CBD takes the position that economic incentives are necessary to encourage
global South countries to conserve their biodiversity rather than seeking out short-term solutions
such as clear cutting for the creation of grazing land.90 The purpose of encouraging this
conservation was to enable corporate interests to exchange cash for bioresources.91 The contract
regime would occur between private actors or private actors and government.92 This profitdriven formula necessarily takes decision making power out of the hands of the poor.
Nonetheless, CBD has provided a framework on which a future agreement can be built.
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Many of the gains by farmers and the global South in the CBD were soon under attack by
the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property (TRIPs), stemming from the
General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT), which took effect January 1, 1995.93 TRIPs
extend the intellectual property regimes of the United States to the whole world and do so at the
expense of the global South. Economist Joseph Stiglitz writes, “TRIPs reflected the triumph of
corporate interest in the United States and Europe over the broader interests of billions of people
in the developing world. It was another instance in which more weight was given to profits than
to other basic values—like the environment, or life itself.”94
The next instrument of note is the 2001 International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources
(ITPGR).95 The ITPGR reaffirmed the FAO’s burgeoning commitment to farmers’ rights and
granted farmers the right to participate in national-level decision-making on matters related to
PGR use and genetic conservation.96 However, the right to use, exchange, and sell farm-saved
seeds remained in the discretion of national governments.
An analysis of these major agreements paints a picture deeply unfair to the global South,
yet still holds out some promise. Notably, of all these international agreements only TRIPs have
enforcement powers. TRIPs have a set of detailed and substantive rules that are linked to the
World Trade Organization’s (WTO) Dispute Settlement Body (DSB), which decides the
outcome of trade disputes within WTO member countries, and uses a decision-making procedure
known as “reverse consensus.” It requires that unless there is a consensus against a specific trade
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policy or recommendation, the decision, no matter how harmful, will stand. However, it would
be highly unlikely that a nation involved in a dispute would ever reach a consensus against itself,
and, in fact, reverse consensus has never been applied to a trade policy. Once it has ruled on a
case, the DSB can direct the losing party to take action to bring its law, regulations, or policies
into congruence with WTO Agreements. This is the only direction that emerges from a WTO
dispute. Unfortunately, the dispute resolving process does not provide for punishment or
restitution to an injured party.
D. FARMERS’ RIGHTS
What makes the above-mentioned agreements hopeful are the farmers’ rights scenarios,
particularly as outlined in the ITPGR, which encourage countries to protect such rights through
national legislation. Regine Andersen of the Farmers’ Rights Project offers the following
definition of farmers’ rights as the “lowest common denominator:”97
Farmers’ rights consist of the customary rights that farmers have had as stewards
and innovators of agro-biodiversity since the dawn of agriculture to save, grow,
share, develop, and maintain plant varieties; and of their legitimate rights to be
rewarded and supported for their contribution to the global pool of genetic
resources as well as to the development of commercial varieties of plants, and to
participate in decision making on issues that may affect these rights.98
She goes on to describe two approaches to understanding farmers’ rights, the ownership and the
stewardship approach. The ownership approach:
… refers to the right of farmers to be rewarded for genetic materials obtained
from their fields and used in commercial varieties and/or protected with IPRs. The
idea is that such a reward system is necessary to ensure equitable sharing of
benefits arising from the use of agro-biodiversity and to establish an incentive
structure for continued maintenance of this diversity.
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This approach creates a “disincentive to share”99 as it may lead to farmers hoarding resources in
anticipation of receiving benefits from them. The ownership approach places owners and buyers
of PGRs at the center of a mutually agreed upon transaction.
The stewardship approach, by contrast,
… refers to the rights that farmers must be granted in order to enable them to
continue as stewards and innovators of agro-biodiversity. The idea is that the legal
space required for farmers to continue with this role must be upheld and that
farmers involved in the maintenance of agro-biodiversity—on behalf of our
generation, for the benefit of all humankind—should be rewarded and supported
for their contributions.100
Under this approach the goal is to create a “legal space” that allows farmers to continue to be
rewarded for their maintenance of PGRs. Stewardship also does not require the determination of
who should be rewarded for their efforts in communities where plant varieties are shared
communally.
The stewardship model is more holistic than the ownership model. Under the stewardship
approach farmers who are properly the stewards of PGRs are given the legal protection to ensure
recognition of their past contributions to the genetic pool and their continued stewardship of it.
This is contrasted with the ownership approach, which only extends protection to the two parties
involved in a single transaction. The stewardship approach is a more appropriate model for
interpreting what “farmers’ rights” means in multilateral agreements that have adopted this
language.
There remain many unanswered questions. Why is the law regulating genetically
modified foods governed by patent law and not environmental or health law? Why does the law
encourage capitalism to prosper at the expense of natural resources and the environment? In what
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way does law contribute to taking humans out of nature rather than viewing the two as
interconnected? Ecofeminism can help to answer these and other questions and will be explored
in detail further in Part IV.
III. FOOD SECURITY, THE RIGHT TO FOOD, FOOD SOVEREIGNTY
The legal regimes discussed above are not the only entities impacting the global food
system. The concepts of food security, the Right to Food, and food sovereignty, are also shaping
the food production and consumption landscape. The Commodities and Trade Division of the
United Nation’s Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) discusses food security as a technical
concept, Right to Food as a legal concept, and food sovereignty as a political concept.101 This
will be the departure point for discussion on these three issues.
A.

FOOD SECURITY

As defined above, food security exists when all people, at all times, have physical and
economic access to sufficient, safe, and nutritious food to meet their dietary needs, and food
preferences for an active and healthy life.102 An example of food security is embodied in the
UN’s International Assessment of Agricultural Knowledge, Science and Technology for
Development (IAASTD).103 This groundbreaking assessment, sponsored by five UN agencies
and the World Bank, and authored by over 400 scientists and development experts from more
than eighty countries, concluded that there is an urgent need to increase and strengthen further
research and adoption of locally appropriate and democratically controlled agro-ecological
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methods of production.104 The assessment relies on local expertise and farmer-managed, local
seed systems,105 and concluded that this local control of the direction of the global food system is
critical to the process of increasing food security, decreasing poverty, and reaching the UN’s
Millennium Development Goals.106
However, this assessment fails to mention the process of bringing food to plate,
something which is fundamental to food sovereignty. Food security, while a laudable goal in
itself, does not encompass the deeper analysis being offered by social movements of power.
Author, activist, and academic Raj Patel states,
You can have food security under a benevolent dictator. Your dictator can provide
you with meals and McDonalds and a little bag of vitamins to compensate your
body for the nutrition that McDonalds will not provide. But that will be a situation
of food security. In other words, what food security fails to talk about is control
and power. And that’s what food sovereignty does.107
From a policy perspective, 2009, was an optimistic year for food security. In April, for
the first time, Agriculture Ministers from the Group of Eight and the Group of Five, representing
the richest countries on the planet, met in Italy with food security at the top of the agenda.108
Further, the actual G8 summit in June produced the “G8 Joint Statement on Global Food
Security – L’Aquila Food Security Initiative” (AFSI).109 This twelve-point initiative commits
$20 billion over three years for agricultural development,110 much higher than was expected.
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This raises world aid back to 1980 levels.111 Since that time investment in agricultural
development had not exceeded $5 billion.112
Concerns have been raised about the source of funding for these development agendas,
which has not been identified. This causes some to suggest that money may merely be redirected
from other areas that have already been promised aid. Also, many fear that the money simply
will not materialize, as with the $50 billion pledged to fight world poverty in the 2005 G8
summit.113 In the words of Eric Holt-Gimenez, Executive Director of Food First, an agricultural
research institution based in Oakland, California, “This is getting ridiculous. Every time the G-8
gets together, we get new pledges and they never come through. At best, it will bring them up to
prior obligations.”114
Nonetheless, there is reason to be cautiously optimistic. The AFSI contains encouraging
language about biodiversity, sustainability, and localism. This shows a growing awareness on the
part of the G8 that food security is tied to the ecological dimensions of the planet and not an
empty vacuum of agricultural inputs, as had been the language of development experts for
decades. Further, the document represents a real shift from mere food aid to actual agricultural
investment. It demonstrates a growing recognition that the world’s hungry are not going
anywhere and acknowledges that actions on the part of the world’s richest countries are
necessary to address this life and death issue.
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However, the document is not without limitations. Land grabbing115 is not mentioned and
biomass and land speculation are given only cursory attention. Further, it focuses on increased
production, which is code language for genetically modified organisms (GMOs),116 and other
non-natural inputs such as chemical fertilizers and pesticides. The initiative fails on these points,
prompting critics to question what role agribusiness has played in the drafting.117
The AFSI and other such initiatives have no avenues for accountability. If the $20 billion
does not materialize there is no international court to indict the G8 and demand the funds. This is
a major and predictable weakness in the document. The initiative does take some welcome steps
forward but it has not and arguably cannot address the underlying issues related to establishing
food security.
Food security as a policy objective simply does not take the necessary steps to look at the
production of food and the socioeconomic conditions that transport food from farmer to plate.
Building a food secure world will not achieve the democratic participation offered by food
sovereignty, as food security sets the bar too low.
B. THE RIGHT TO FOOD
The right to food is founded in the United Nation’s Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (Article 25) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(Article 11). The ICESCR is an international convention that entered into force in 1977 and has
160 signatories. This convention also uses the term “right to adequate food.” In 2002, the UN
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Special Rapporteur on the right to food defined the right to adequate food as a human right,
inherent to all people:
…to have regular, permanent and unrestricted access, either directly or by means
of financial purchases, to quantitatively and qualitatively adequate and sufficient
food corresponding to the cultural traditions of people to which the consumer
belongs, and which ensures a physical and mental, individual and collective
fulfilling and dignified life free of fear.118
This definition entails all normative elements explained in detail in General Comment 12 of the
ICESCR, which states that, the “right to adequate food is realized when every man, woman and
child, alone or in community with others, has the physical and economic access at all times to
adequate food or means for its procurement.”119
In 2004, after two years of discussion and negotiation in the working group, the FAO
Council adopted by consensus the Voluntary Guidelines to Support the Progressive Realization
of the Right to Adequate Food in the Context of National Food Security.120 The Voluntary
Guidelines are not legally binding, but draw upon international law and provide guidance on the
implementation of existing obligations. They are directed towards parties to the ICESCR, but
they are also intended for interested parties working for better implementation of the right to
food at national level.
The United States is a signatory to this convention but attached a reservation to its vote
stating:
The United States believes that the issue of adequate food can only be viewed in
the context of the right to a standard of living adequate for health and well-being,
as set forth in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights... Further, the United
118
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States believes that the attainment of the right to an adequate standard of living is
a goal or aspiration to be realized progressively that does not give rise to any
international obligation or any domestic legal entitlement… the United States
understands the right of access to food to mean the opportunity to secure food,
and not a guaranteed entitlement.121
C. FOOD SOVEREIGNTY
There is a large and growing global movement focusing on the concept of food
sovereignty, also described as self-government of the food system. La Vía Campesina views
food sovereignty as “people’s right to healthy and culturally appropriate food produced through
ecologically sound and sustainable methods, and their right to define their own food and
agriculture systems.”122 This idea is broader than food security because it focuses not just on
access to food but on all of the processes involved from planting to plate such as land use,
farmworker rights, urban agriculture, cooking, and nutrition.
The FAO offers another definition of food sovereignty:
…the right of peoples, communities, and countries to define their own
agricultural, labor, fishing, food and land policies which are ecologically, socially,
economically and culturally appropriate to their unique circumstances. It includes
the true right to food and to produce food, which means that all people have the
right to safe, nutritious and culturally appropriate food and to food-producing
resources and the ability to sustain themselves and their societies.123
This definition articulates well the very surface of the concept of food sovereignty, but
misses the forest for the trees. It excludes the interpersonal dynamics involved in producing and
sharing a meal. This definition ignores the history of agricultural production as a tool for social
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control.124 One of food sovereignty’s particularly powerful points is the very crux of its dealing
with food. Everybody has to eat, and therefore everyone has an interest in agricultural
production. This point alone is remarkable because it demonstrates what hope for food system
transformation lies in being able to motivate and mobilize people, and build social movements.
The power of food sovereignty exists in this possibility, and more.
The Oxford-trained economist Raj Patel, quoted earlier, expresses this sentiment well.
Food sovereignty is about power in the food system. It’s about who gets to control
how food is distributed in a society and an economy… [Food sovereignty] says
look we need an international discussion, a national discussion, a municipal, a
regional discussion. But it also means having a discussion even at the level of the
household. I think that is what is really one of the most important elements of
food sovereignty is that it takes relations around power even at the household
level and tries to make them level. That’s the project of food sovereignty. [One of
La Vía Campesina’s slogans is this]— Food sovereignty is about an end to
violence against women. Now that doesn’t sound like it has anything to do with
food but of course it has everything to do with food. Because of women’s role in
the food economy, because of the relations of power that exist even across the
table. Food sovereignty aims to level those power relations from right at home all
the way to an international level. And that is the great promise of food
sovereignty.125 [Emphasis added.]
When La Vía Campesina coined the term food sovereignty in 1996, the goal was the
transformation and democratization of the food system. It places those who produce and eat
food, not agribusiness and economics, at the center of decision-making about food and
agriculture. This is a radical departure from the way global food policy is currently managed.
Food sovereignty demands recognition of the social connections and relationships people and
communities have to food, its production, consumption, and sharing.
In its Maputo Declaration, La Vía Campesina states:
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The principal theses of neoliberalism are being stripped of their legitimacy in
public opinion, and the . . . international financial institutions (World Bank,
International Monetary Fund, World Trade Organization) are proving to be
incapable of administering the crisis (in addition to being among the cause[s] of
the same crisis). This creates the opportunity to eliminate them, and create new
institutions to regulate the global economy that serve public interests. [I]t is
clearer every day that the global corporate food regime is not capable of feeding
the great majority of people on this planet, while food sovereignty based on
peasant agriculture is more needed than ever.126
Food sovereignty privileges local peasant production over agribusiness and concludes
that this model is the only model capable of feeding the world. Small-scale farming will not only
improve food security but will also fight climate change. Experts disagree on the exact number,
but some estimate as much as 37% of climate change gasses can be traced to the food system.127
In the United States, that percentage is 19%.128 This makes pollution caused by the food system
in the United States the second highest source of pollution from the world’s biggest polluter, just
after cars.129 The clearing of land for agriculture, particularly industrial agriculture, releases large
amounts of carbon into the atmosphere.130 The use of chemical fertilizers (derived from natural
gas), pesticides (made from petroleum), farm machinery, modern food processing, packaging,
and transportation are also direct contributors to global climate change.131 Such inputs are rarely
discussed, but are just as responsible for the increase in greenhouse gases as the oft-cited direct
burning of fossil fuels. Switching to small-scale farming and abandoning industrial agriculture as
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called for by food sovereignty is one of the major steps to mitigating the impact of global climate
change.
IV. GENDER AND ECOFEMINISM
A. HOW GENDER IMPACTS FOOD SOVEREIGNTY
Women produce between 60% to 80% of the food in the global South and are responsible
for half of the world's food production,132 yet their role as food producers and their critical
contribution to household food sovereignty receives scant attention. While women represent 51%
of the world's population they own less than 2% of the world's titled land, largely because they
have few legal rights to land.133 FAO studies show that although women are the foundation of
small-scale agriculture, they have more difficulties than men in gaining access to resources such
as land, credit, and other productivity-increasing inputs and services.134 Women have limited
access to resources due to economic, cultural, traditional, and sociological factors. For example,
in many countries women are excluded from land entitlements and thus are prevented from
providing the collateral required by lending institutions. Thus, any attempts to strengthen global
food security must address women’s agricultural roles and their access to financial infrastructure,
as well as social obstacles to block access to resources.
Development efforts targeted at women have been shown to reduce poverty more
significantly than efforts aimed at both men and women, which often only positively impact
men. “Women, Still the Key to Food and Nutrition Security,” a 2005 research project conducted
by the International Food Policy Research Institute, (which is incidentally one of the CGIAR
centers) rearticulated the necessity to address gender and women’s issues in the fight against
132
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poverty.135 The IFPRI report emphasizes that the importance of women’s status relative to men’s
in their households, communities, and nations is highly predictive of children’s nutrition.136 The
higher the status of women, the better nutritional status they have themselves and thus the better
able they are to provide higher quality care for their children.137
The study estimates that equalizing gender status in South Asia could reduce the rate of
underweight children under three by approximately 12%, meaning that 13.4 million fewer
children would face malnourishment in this age group alone.138 In Burkina Faso, reallocating
access to fertilizer and non-household labor for farm plots from men to women could increase
agricultural output by as much as 20%.139 Women spend more of their income on food for the
family than men.140 Their money is also more likely to be spent on inputs for furthering
household food production.
Educating women is the key to improving food sovereignty across the global South.
Women and girls make up two thirds of the world’s illiterates.141 In Kenya, if all women
attended primary school, simulations indicate that crop yields could increase by 25%.142 Also,
the more educated women are, the fewer children they are likely to have, thus perhaps easing the
demand for food in the future.
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In Sub-Saharan Africa, the HIV/AIDS epidemic, which is particularly devastating to
women, is also threatening food sovereignty. High-risk behaviors such as transactional sex,143
put whole communities at risk from the ravages of the disease.144 Solutions such as targeting
food aid directly to women and the provisioning of lightweight plows in addition to education
could help address these problems.
Women’s roles as farmers are often overlooked when companies create technology that
can lead to labor displacement or increased workload. For example, in Western Java in the
1970s, mechanical hullers replaced traditional hand-pounding for rice milling.145 Consequently,
each mechanical huller displaced an estimated 3,700 laborers, implying that 7.7 million part-time
workers, mostly women, lost this source of income in 1971 alone.146
B. ECOFEMINISM
Like feminism, ecological feminism or “ecofeminism,” has many definitions. As
discussed here, ecofeminism is considered the study of the oppression of women, the study of the
degradation of the Earth, how they are interrelated and, more importantly, what steps can be
taken to change this situation.147 Ecofeminist theory and practice, or praxis, have been linking
these twin systems of power for years, and it appears that La Vía Campesina and other social
movements have also made the connection. While certainly not without serious criticism,
ecofeminism can provide policy and law makers with the tools needed to reform the food system.
Ecofeminist and law professor Heather McLeod-Kilmurray states that “[f]eminst legal analysis
143
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has shown that the framework and underlying concepts of law have tended to be part of the
problem rather than the solution in resolving inequality and discrimination… an ecofeminist
analysis can do the same for environmental law.”148
Another ecofeminist legal scholar, Elaine Hughes, explains the purpose of ecofeminism:
“ecofeminists take the radical feminist critique of male/female relationships and use it to
illuminate the character of human/nature relationships. In so doing, they reveal both the causes
and characteristics of, and the interconnections between, the objectification of women and the
environment.”149
There are two main and one emerging branch of ecofeminism. The first is the cultural
branch embraced by such activists as Starhawk and exemplified by the women’s action at the
Pentagon in 1980.150 These ecofeminists believe that the women/nature connection is a good
thing, something to be valued and honored. They see women’s differences as sources of power
and believe that women are closer to the earth then men.151 The second main branch is social
ecofeminism that rejects the essentialism of the cultural ecofeminist approach, arguing that
viewing women as so connected to nature is dangerous and reinscribes the power dynamics that
feminists seek to escape.152 Both of these branches have been critiqued by poor women and
women of color as not being inclusive enough of their identities and experiences.153 Thus, the
emerging third way, as exemplified by third wave feminism, takes these analyses into account
148
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and rejects the privileging of one identity over the others.154 Third wave ecofeminism embraces
strategic uses of essentialism155 for the purposes of organizing, and recognizes how careful one
must be in this regard. Third wave ecofeminism is an approach that, if embraced, will mitigate
the damage being wrought across the globe to women, children, and all living things.
For example, Vandana Shiva is representative of this new approach. She writes:
The feminist perspective is able to go beyond the categories of patriarchy that
structure power and meaning in nature and society. It is broader and deeper
because it locates production and consumption within the context of
regeneration… by making these links, ecological feminism creates the possibility
of viewing the world as an active subject, not merely a resource to be manipulated
and appropriated… That search and experience of interdependence and integrity
is the basis for creating a science and knowledge that nurtures rather than violates
nature’s sustainable systems.156 [emphasis in original]
Applying a feminist lens to the global food system illuminates the unequal power
dynamics inherent in the current global food system, both in terms of production and
consumption. Using the ecofeminist principles of food sovereignty can provide guidance towards
constructing new policy proposals for law makers and regulators.
V. A WAY FORWARD
In 1996, at its conference in Tlaxcala, Mexico, La Vía Campesina issued seven principles
of food sovereignty. These are announced at every international conference.157 While La Vía
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Campesina itself is very heterogeneous, everyone involved must adhere to these principles.158
They are:
1. Food: A Basic Human Right: Everyone must have access to safe, nutritious and
culturally appropriate food in sufficient quantity and quality to sustain a healthy
life with full human dignity. Each nation should declare that access to food is a
constitutional right and guarantee the development of the primary sector to ensure
the concrete realization of this fundamental right.
2. Agrarian Reform: A genuine agrarian reform is necessary which gives landless
and farming people –especially women– ownership and control of the land they
work and returns territories to indigenous peoples. The right to land must be free
of discrimination on the basis of gender, religion, race, social class or ideology;
the land belongs to those who work it.
3. Protecting Natural Resources: Food sovereignty entails the sustainable care and
use of natural resources, especially land, water, and seeds and livestock breeds.
The people who work the land must have the right to practice sustainable
management of natural resources and to conserve biodiversity free of restrictive
intellectual property rights. This can only be done from a sound economic basis
with security of tenure, healthy soils and reduced use of agrochemicals.
4. Reorganising Food Trade: Food is first and foremost a source of nutrition and
only secondarily an item of trade. National agricultural policies must prioritize
production for domestic consumption and food self-sufficiency. Food imports
must not displace local production nor depress prices.
5. Ending the Globalisation of Hunger: Food Sovereignty is undermined by
multilateral institutions and by speculative capital. The growing control of
multinational corporations over agricultural policies has been facilitated by the
economic policies of multilateral organizations such as the WTO, World Bank
and the IMF. Regulation and taxation of speculative capital and a strictly enforced
Code of Conduct for TNCs is therefore needed.
6. Social Peace: Everyone has the right to be free from violence. Food must not be
used as a weapon. Increasing levels of poverty and marginalization in the
countryside, along with the growing oppression of ethnic minorities and
indigenous populations, aggravate situations of injustice and hopelessness. The
ongoing displacement, forced urbanisation, repression and increasing incidence of
racism of smallholder farmers cannot be tolerated.
7. Democratic Control: Smallholder farmers must have direct input into formulating
agricultural policies at all levels. The United Nations and related organisations
will have to undergo a process of democratization to enable this to become a
reality. Everyone has the right to honest, accurate information and open and
democratic decision-making. These rights form the basis of good governance,
accountability and equal participation in economic, political and social life, free
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from all forms of discrimination. Rural women, in particular, must be granted
direct and active decision making on food and rural issues.159
Of note is the careful attention paid to gender and the role of women in these principles.
Noteworthy too, is the concrete nature of these suggestions, including a constitutional right of
access to food; giving the people who work the land control and ownership of it; returning
occupied land to indigenous peoples; an enforced code of conduct over transnational
corporations; regulation and taxation of speculative capital; and democratizing international
organizations, such as the United Nations, to allow input on all levels of agricultural policies by
farmers. These are real regulatory changes that, if implemented, would set the stage for
meaningful change of the food system worldwide. The problem lies with political will.
There are other regulatory programs that can be used to foster change. The Bolivarian
Alliance for the Americas (ALBA) was proposed by the Venezuelan government in 2001 as an
alternative to the Free Trade Area of the Americas. 160 In 2004, Venezuela and Cuba signed the
first exchange agreement. 161Since that time seven other countries have joined the alliance,
bringing the total to eight: Antigua and Barbuda, Bolivia, Dominica, Ecuador, Honduras,
Nicaragua, and St. Vincent and the Grenadines.162 Notably, ALBA has a three-tiered council
structure: presidential, ministerial, and social movements.163 The advisory council of social
movements serves to provide direction and oversight for the other two councils.164 Venezuela,
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Nicaragua, Ecuador, Bolivia, Honduras, and Dominica have established a food production
company that seeks to build food sovereignty.165
In 2008, under the leadership of Bolivian President Evo Morales, ALBA countries
approved the People’s Trade Agreement (PTA), which seeks to establish an integrated economic
and monetary zone complete with its own currency, the Sucre. The PTA has ten principles;166
number five is apropos of the discussion in this article: “[t]he PTA recognizes the right of the
people to define their own agriculture and food security policies; to protect and regulate national
agricultural production, assuring that the internal market is not inundated by surpluses from other
countries.”167
The PTA seeks to build development and production methods based on complementary
relationships instead of competitive ones. It seeks to live in harmony with the environment and
believes in state regulation. It believes that most basic services are public goods that cannot be
turned over to the market. And while it seeks regional integration, it acknowledges and takes into
account national differences.
The PTA is an example of a regulatory alternative to the current neo-liberal model
dominating much of the rest of the world. Its privileging of social movements and grassroots
organizations holds promise for policy makers and government actors considering reshaping the
food system. By looking at these movements for leadership, building food sovereignty is
possible.
There are other examples of regulatory change, rooted in an ecologically sustainable
approach, such as Ecuador’s Food Sovereignty Law of 2009. To oversee its implementation the
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law establishes a permanent Consultative Body for Food Sovereignty.168 The law explicitly
privileges smallholders and agroecology, and declares the nation free of genetically engineered
crops except in very limited circumstances.169
On March 8, 2011, the current United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food,
Olivier De Schutter, released a groundbreaking report titled “Agro-Ecology and the Right to
Food”170 which he presented to the United Nation’s Human Rights Council. This report consists
of an assessment recent scientific literature and demonstrates that agroecology, if adequately
provided for, can double food production within ten years while assuaging the ravages of climate
change and the effects of rural poverty.171 Agroecology, which mimics nature instead of
industry,172 is based on the convergence of both agronomy173 and ecology.174 Thus, drawing on
principles of ecology and applying them to agronomy “agroecological practices can
simultaneously increase farm productivity and food security, improve incomes and rural
livelihoods, and reverse the trend towards species loss and genetic erosion.”175 The report ends
with specific policy proposals that the United Nations, nation-states, and private actors can
implement to rebuild agricultural practices with agroecology at its core.176 The report also draws
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attention to the specific impact of the global food system on women177 and calls for engagement
by donors with groups such as La Vía Campesina.178
Reform can come from the bottom up as well. The Coalition of Immokalee Workers179
(CIW) is a group of over 4,000, mostly Latino, farmworkers based in Southwest Florida who
have been fighting to improve their working conditions since 1993.180 They utilize numerous
tactics in their successful campaigns including work stoppages, hunger strikes, marches, and
savvy use of the media. Because the companies that employ many of the farmworkers are family
owned, and not publicly traded, they cannot be shamed into paying better wages to their workers.
As a result, CIW began putting pressure on the companies that purchase agricultural products
from the grower employers. The hugely popular “Boot the Bell” campaign against Taco Bell led
the company to agree to stop working with growers that paid their workers “slave wages.”181
The Restaurant Opportunities Center United182 began after 9/11 when the workers at the
fine dining Manhattan restaurant, Windows on the World, were left without jobs after the
collapse of the World Trade Center. They first organized themselves, and later went on to launch
many successful campaigns, improving the working conditions of restaurant workers across the
borough. They have also opened their own worker-owned restaurant in Manhattan called Colors.
Another Colors restaurant will soon be opening in Detroit, and the organization has spread to
eight other cities.
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Slow Food183 began in 1986, in Piedmont, Italy, by Carlos Patrini. Slow Food is now an
international organization with members in over 150 countries. Using the symbol of a snail, Slow
Food argues for alternatives to fast food and is concerned with the pleasure of food in addition to
its political dimensions. The Movimento dos Trabalahadores Rurias Sem Terra (MST), begun in
1984, also is transnational, but based in Brazil, and uses direct action to occupy land and seek
equitable redistribution.184
These examples of self determination by grassroots groups are representative of the work
of people involved with food sovereignty globally. Further examples include the International
Planning Committee for Food Sovereignty, composed of over 500 rural social movements and
NGOs.185 There is also the Community Food Security Coalition186 representing almost 300
different organizations from around North America working on the various issues of food
sovereignty. These grassroots reform efforts hold the potential to create an alternative regulatory
framework that would build up food sovereignty region by region, country by country.
VI. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS
Ecofeminism is the key to rebuilding a democratic food system. In the context of
increasing global climate change, the perspective of groups like La Vía Campesina offers
guidance. Global climate change has the potential to destroy agricultural production as we know
it. To date, human fossil fuel use has raised the global temperature by nearly one degree
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Celsius.187 This means that it is becoming too hot to grow plants.188 The heat wave that killed
tens of thousands in Europe the summer of 2003 could become normative.189 Heat waves ravage
crops. By 2100, there’s a ninety percent chance in the tropics and subtropics that temperatures
during the growing season will be hotter than any date ever recorded.190 Once that point is
reached, crops cannot fertilize and will not grow.191 These same conditions will make work for
farmworkers unbearable.
These events are now unfolding; evaporation is increasing because warm air holds more
water vapor than cold air, which condenses in the upper atmosphere, and then washes down in
violent thunderstorms that wash away topsoil and leave crops decimated in the fields. 192 This
cyclical pattern of evaporation which loosens the soil, atmospheric concentration of the water
from the soil, and then thunderstorms that wash the soil away is repeated. Increasing amounts of
fertile land is washed away.
Seventy percent of the water that the United States uses goes to irrigation and these
irrigated fields provide forty percent of the world’s food supply.193 Many of the world’s rivers
are fed by glacial melt. As glaciers melt, rivers begin to dry up. Steven Chu, the U.S. Secretary
of Energy and Nobel prize winning physicist says, “I don’t think the American public has
gripped in its gut what could happen… We’re looking at a scenario where there’s no more
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agriculture in California.”194 In 2007, half of Australia’s farmland was in drought.195 Every four
days a farmer there committed suicide.196
Australia is not alone in having to grapple with farmer suicides. On September 10, 2003,
at the WTO Ministerial meeting in Cancun, Lee Kyung Hae, a South Korean farmer and peasant
organizer, climbed a fence near the barricades behind which the trade meetings were taking
place.197 He took out a red penknife, shouted “The WTO kills farmers!” and stabbed himself in
his chest.198 He was dead soon after. A few days later, thousands of protestors marched in
solidarity all over the world, from Bangladesh, South Africa, and Chile, chanting “Todos somos
Lee” (“We are Lee”) and “Lee no murio OMC lo mato” (“Lee didn’t die, the WTO killed
him”).199
The general public has yet to connect farmer suicide with economic policy.200 In 2008,
when world food prices reached their highest peak since the early 1970s, deadly food riots
occurred in over thirty countries.201 These riots were not the hungry poor storming the streets,
but were organized by community groups such as La Vía Campesina to protest high food prices
in countries that are on the losing end of international trading schemes. The sources of outrage
are the same as the sentiment of those in the Global Justice Movement, an international
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collection of diverse people organizing under the slogan “Another World is Possible.” Food
sovereignty locates itself in the crux of movements seeking socioeconomic justice.
As the planet warms, agribusiness will offer new technologies that historically have
failed. The solutions will not likely be found in corporate technologies, but in groups such as La
Vía Campesina with its focus on reinvigorating peasant agriculture that relies on traditional
small-scale farming, not heavy inorganic inputs, and reverence for women’s rights.
Organizations such as La Vía Campesina have demonstrated the timeliness of food
sovereignty as the fulcrum of a global reform movement and alternative framework to the
existing regimes that control food production and distribution. By adopting food sovereignty as a
policy goal, such an alternative can be built.
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